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for.It seems that the word in the retail sector is that the Amazon store is getting restless; the
company is about to open its first physical brick and mortar in Canada this Friday. The store is said
to be very similar to the AmazonFresh supermarket. Which means products will be directly picked
from warehouses, boxed and delivered to customers within three hours or less. But will that be
enough to make consumers switch away from the hybrid delivery format? Here is what some retail
experts had to say. Judy Groves, executive director of the Canadian Alliance of Major Internet
Retailers: “With Canada’s second largest bookstore and offering AmazonFresh service since 2015,
Amazon will surely be a significant player in the grocery space. The arrival of Amazon Fresh will be
nothing new for those who are well versed in its offerings and will be a test for those who aren’t
familiar with its products. “Amazon Fresh offers groceries and related supplies that can be ordered
and delivered, and you won’t need a car. But it still is not available in some markets or is only
available in certain kinds of vehicles. “Amazon and its bricks and mortar offer will be new, but how
will customers use it and what are their expectations? It’s important to note that Canada’s grocery
industry also has a hybrid model, which makes the comparison to Amazon uncomplicated.” Jerry
Tan, principal and director of retail studies, Brock University: “I would be cautious about calling
Amazon’s opening of a brick and mortar store a game changer, given the significant overlap with
Amazon Fresh and their partnership with Shoppers Drug Mart. It’s still a nascent market for
physical retail stores, and Amazon needs to capture a bigger portion of consumer commerce, not just
convenience. “So far, the Amazon store hasn’t launched with lower prices or promotional tactics
offered by traditional retail stores, so I’d expect a similar take rate as Amazon Fresh. But I’d be more
curious to see how many shoppers are drawn to the store and how loyal the market is.” Sherrys
Searchlink CEO Rick Chapman: “For the brick-and-mortar retailers that experience a store opening,
some
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